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Merlin Industries, Inc. Celebrates 25 Years in 

Business 

April 8, 2013—Hamilton, NJ:  Merlin Industries, Inc. is proud to celebrate 25 years in business 

this June. Merlin originally opened its’ doors as a safety cover manufacturer, but has diversified 

over the years and now has a product line that includes vinyl liners, spa covers, safety fence, and 

pool steps. Renowned for the invention of the SmartMesh™ safety cover in 2002, Merlin continues 

to be an industry leader focused on customer needs, innovation and quality.  

 

After working his way up in the pool industry distribution business, Maggion decided to start Merlin 

in 1988. At the time, there were only two other cover manufacturers in the industry, and most 

safety covers took over 6-7 weeks to manufacture and ship. Recognizing the need in the market 

for quality safety covers with a shorter lead time, Maggion differentiated Merlin based on these 

principles. In the first year, Merlin made 421 safety covers with one manual cutting table and two 

sewing machines.  

 

In the years to come, Merlin expanded and under the visionary leadership of Maggion, and 

became the first to introduce products in the market which we consider fundamental today. In 

1992, Merlin was the first to manufacture a solid safety cover utilizing a taut, form-fitting, spring 

loaded design. Now a rarity to find a cover company that does not manufacture vinyl liners, Merlin 

was the first to introduce this business model in 1994. Merlin continued to serve as an industry 

pioneer with the release of Dura-Mesh in 2000. Dura-Mesh was 33% stronger and denser than the 

leading competitor’s standard mesh.  
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Merlin revolutionized the industry once again with the release of SmartMesh™. After years of 

hearing dealers and consumers struggle with choosing between a mesh cover, which yielded an 

algae-consumed pool in the spring, and a heavy solid cover, which required a pump or panel to 

prevent the continuous pooling of water, Merlin released a solution to the problem in 2002. Their 

patented SmartMesh™ material was the first to provide 100% shade, yet still allow water through, 

filtering debris down to 40 microns. Homeowners opened a dramatically cleaner pool in the spring, 

yet avoided the maintenance and weight of a solid cover. SmartMesh™ set the new standard for 

mesh covers in the market and remains the only mesh cover in the industry today to provide 100% 

shade. 

 

The demand for Merlin products led to two additional manufacturing facilities in Deer Park, NY, and 

the most recent opening last year in Chamblee, GA.  

 

“Our achievements in the past 25 years, along with our loyal dealer and distributor base display our 

commitment to quality, customer service, and a true ear toward dealer and consumer needs,” said 

President/Founder Andrew Maggion. “Being successful in this industry isn’t about cutting corners 

and putting your needs above those of your customer. It’s about listening, providing honest 

products, and showing your loyal customers the same dedication year in and year out. Those are 

the principles we stood by in the last 25 years, and that will not change in the next 25 years.”  

 

For more information on Merlin Industries, Inc. visit www.merlinindustries.com or call (609) 807-

1000.  
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